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By Mitchel H. Eertrsm snd Willism D. McCauley

A program to investigate the aerodynamic characteristics of thin
delta wings with symmetrical double-wedge sections has been conducted in
the Langley U-inch hypersonic tunnel at a Mach number of 6.9. A family .
of 5-percent-thick JMting wings with semiapex angles varying from 30° ,

to 8° snd one wing which had a ~ -percent thiclmess and a semiapex

angle of 8° were tested over a range of sngle of attack from 0° to a
maximum of 350. A series of tests were &o made at zero 13ft for the

.
5-percent-thick wings and a series of ~ -percent-thickwings with the

SSJJEsemiapex angles. The range of Reynolds nunibersfor these tests

was from 0.7 x 106 to 5.6 x 106 based on root chord.

The J3ft, drag, and pitching-moment coefficients of the 5-percent-
thick wings were adequately predicted by two-dimensiond shock-expansion
theory when their lesding-edge shock waves were attached. When the shock
is detached, the lift coefficient obtained at a given angle of attack is
considerdily less than that given by two-dimensional shock-expsnsion
theory and the efficiency of the wing is lower than that of a two-
dimensional wing at lift coefficients greater than that for msximum ,
lift-drag ratio.

The ski:-friction coefficients estimated from measurements of the

totsl drag’(#o a Reynolds nunber of about 2.8 x 106) appeared to be
essentially tidependent of sweep but higher than the skin-friction
coefficients predicted by two-dimensional lsminar boundary-layer theory
applied to a triangular flat plate. At higher Reynolds nuniberson the
most highly swept of the wingsj transition appesred to occur.
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2 NACA RM L55B14

The centers of pressure obttied experimentallywere found to be .

sL@htly ahead of the center of area and in good agreement with the cen-
ters of pressure given by _two-@nsional shock-eiqansion theory applied
to a triangular plan form.

INTROIXJCTION

There sre relatively few data for Mfting wings in the Mach number
range *eve 3. At Mach nuniber6.9 there are the data obtslned by McLeJJan,
Bertram snd Moore (ref. 1), McLeILan (ref. 2), and Bertram and McCauley
(ref. 3~, smd at Mach nuniber4.@ there is the information variously
obtained by Ulmann, Iord, Dunning, and Smith (refs. 4 to 7). Reference 8
presents much of the available data for thin delta wings h the range
of Mach nurtibersfrom 1.6 to 6.9. ~ch of the data in references 1 to 8
are for plan forms other than delta.

Force predictions for thin delta wings can be obtsined through
application of the LLnesr theory developed by Puckett, Robinson, Stewart,
snd Brown (refs. 9 to 13) which allows separate consideration for the
effects of thiclmess (on the drag), csniber,and angle of attack. How-
ever, the accuracy of these predictions of the aerodynamic forces depends 0
upon whether the shock is attached, since even at the lower supersonic
Mach numibersforce predictions for wings where shock is detached can be
rather poor, and, in addition, at the higher Mach tiers the J1.ftbecomes
significantly dependent upon the wing section, whereas the lift derived
from linear theory is based on a wing with zero thickness. An investi-
gation by TJlmannand Bertrsm (ref. 8) shows that two-dimensional shock-
expansion theory in combination with linear theory may be applied to
thin delta wings to obtain accurate predictions of UXt-curve slope and
minimum drag if a modification of the theo~ is assumed to account for
shock detachment.

This paper reports investigations of two series of thin delta wings
which have been conducted in the Lsngley U-inch hypersonic tunnel, por-
tions of which have been presented in references 2 and 8. me lifting
wings tested in this investigation were 5 percent thick with a symmetri-
cal double-wedge section with semiapex angles verying from 30° to 8°

and one wing which was ~ percent thick with a smiapex
Y

e of 8°.

These wings were tested over a range of angle of attack from 0° to a
~ of 350. A series of tests were also made at zero lift for the

5-percent-thickwings snd a series of ~-percent-thick wings with the

ssme sweep angles. The rsnge of Reynolds nuniberfor these tests was

from 0.7 x 106 to 5.6 x 106 based on root chord.
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SYMBOLS

length, in chordwise direction, on wing where boundary-lsyer
transition occurs, in fractions of root chord

wing span

chord length

length of sting contained within the wing plan form (see
table II)

chord-force coefficient

drag coefficient, W%
qs

lift coefficient, ~
qs

pitching-moment coefficient about the 2/3 root chord

%/3point, ~scr

normal-force coefficient

average skin-friction coefficient

center of pressure measured from wing apex in fractions of
root chord

sting thickness defined in table II

drag

lift

Mach nuniber

pitching moment about 2/3 root chord point

Mach angle corresponding to free-stream Mach nuniber

Reynolds number

plan-form srea

based on root chord
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t thiclnless

x dimension of sting defined

Y length of sting outside of

in t&ble II

wing plan form (see table II)

a angle of

E semiapex

Y ratio of
Volllm?=

Subscripts:

i inviscid

attack of wing

-of-

specific heat at constsnt pressure to that at constant

w two-&bJEnsional

o zero angle of attack

r root

APPAmTrJs.AND mI!HoDs

Tunnel end Nozzles

This investigation was conducted ip the Langley U-inch hypersonic
tumnel, an intermittent blowdown tunnel, which, for these tests, utilized
a single-step two-dimensional steel nozzle with a central core of uniform
flow approximately 5 inches square. The Mach number in this central core
is approximate~ 6.90. A description of-the tunnelmbe found in
reference 14 smd a description of the nozzle and its calibration at a
stagnation pressure of ~ atmospheres in reference 15.

A two-dlme?mional nozzle constructed of lnvsr sad designed for a
Mach number of 7was used for a few of the drag tests at zero Uft. Invar
was used in the construction of this nozzle in order to alleviate the
deflection of the first minimum, which occurred in the steel nozzle
because of differential heating of the nozzle blocks. h adUtion, the
nozzle wss designed so that pressure gradients normal to the’horizontal
plsne of symmetry were a minimum. Preliminszy calibrations have indi-
cated a Mach number of 6.86

measures about @inches in
2

in the centrsl core of uniform flow which

the vertical directionby *out 6 inches
o

horizontddy.

...–- .
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The measurement of the forces on the mode~ was accomplished through
the use of two, two-component strain-gage balances of different sensi-
tivities and abalance for the measur~nt of pitching moment. The more
sensitive two-component balance wss used in the low angle-of-attackrange
snd measured forces normal snd parallel to the wing chord. The other
two-component balance measured Qft and drsg directly and was used for
moderate snd high singlesof attack. The balances are temperature compen-
sated and the sensitivity to uneven heating effects hss been reduced to
tolertile limits by shieldinn and insulation. For a more detailed
description of the two-component balsnces, see reference 1.

The base and balance pressures for use with the sting corrections
were measured by means of an aneroid-me six-cell recording unit
described in reference 14. The stagnation pressure was measured with
Bourdon tube gages with an accuracy of 1/2 to 1 percent.

Models and Supports

The wings investigated had symmetrical.double-wedge sections in the
free-stream direction. The lsrgest wing semiapex angle was 30° and the
s~s”t semiapex -e was 8°. Two sets of tings were tested, one with
a thickness ratio of 5 percent, the other with a thickness ratio of

2* percent. The surfaces were ground snd the leading edges were from 0.001
L

to 0.002 inch
table I. The
for the wings
length on the
dimensions of

thick. The wing designations and dimensions sre shown in
mounting stings were essentially the ssme as those used
reported in reference 3. For one of the wings the sting
wing surface was systematicsll yvaried. The pertinent
these stings sre shown in table II.

..

Schlieren System

A schlLeren systemwss used to study flow characteristics snd
obtain the angle of attack. At present, a single psss system with a
Z-shape Ught path and a horizontal Ufe edge is employed. Film exposures
were of several microseconds duration. The angle of attack was measured
from the schlleren fih negatives to within 0.20 through the use of an
opticsl comparator.

Surface FilmFlowStudies

Surface flow studies of wings 3A, lC, and4E were madebyp hoto-
graphing the patterns made by stresming graphite and fluorescing mineral oil

—-. . -—. - ..—. . .. .. ... . . .. .- —.- —.— ..—.. -—— .——. .—. --— —.—. .—...—. —z —.——.
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under ultraviolet Hght during a run as in reference 3. The wings were
coated with SAE 30 lubricating oil befo~ the run snd graphite was spotted
along the l&ding edge. The csmeras were equipped tith suitable filters
to photograph the fluorescing oil to best sdvantage.

TUNNEL CONDITIONS

During the tests, the tunnel was operated at a stagnation temper-
ature of about 1,130° R and through a stagnation pressure range from 15
to 40 atmospheres. For these conditions, the tunnel Reynolds number per

inch varied from 0.16 X 106 to 0.41 X 106. An exception to these con-
ditions was the surface film flow tests where the temperature was pur-
pose~ maintained somewhat lower, averaging dbout 1,073° R. The air was
heated by being passed through an electrical heater with Nichrome tube
resistance elements which replaces the storage heater of references 1, 2, 14,
sad 15. The length of test runs varied from 60 to 75 seconds. The data
obtained h the steel nozzle were evaluated at 55 seconds after the staxt
of each run in order to reduce the effects of a slight Mach nunibervari-
ation with time during the run. Mozzfi calibrations show that at thiB
time during the run, the Mach nuniberis 6.90 at a stagnation pressure
of 33 abnospheres. At stagnation pressures of 21, 25, and 37 atmospheres,
calibrations have indicated lfachnunibersof 6.84,
respectively.

PRJKZSION OF DA!I!A

Errors in coefficients can arise from errors
nuniber,stagnation pressure, and angle of attack,

6.86, and 6.92, “

in evaluating the Mach
as weJl as inherent—

errors introduced by aerodynamic heating effects on the balance.

The forces as measured include the force due to the sting support,
interference effects of the support, snd base- and balance-pressure
effects on the support. Corrections due to the Mft and drag of the
support sting were applied to the coefficients uti13.zingthe forces on
similar stings tested tithout wfngs. No attaqt was made to determine
the interference effects between sting @wing. They are believed to
be small since the area affected by the shocks from the sting is small
and the pressure rise due to sting is believed to be small. The pressures
at the base of the sting snd in the bslance were different when a sting-
mounted wing was tested than when a tare sting was tested; therefore
a correction was made to the total drag coefficient to account for this
pressure difference.

,!

\
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The maximum error possible at several values of CL * CD

@CL snd ACDj is be~eved to be shown in the following tale:

Balance CL ML CD 4

0.01 0.0025 0.006 0.0004 - 0.0007
.04 .0032 .04

(sens;tive)
.0026 - .0032

.13 .0065

2 .22 .010 .07 .0042 - .oO&
.45 .016 ●35 .016

Wing 4E was tested through a range of Reynolds mmlbers at zero angle
of attack; the maximum error possible at different Reynolds nunibersis
believed to be as follows:

R p

2.4 X 106 0.14
.SL

::: .09
5.0 .07

,

lh the evaluation of moment coefficients and conseqmrUy, center
of pressure, there is w additional source of error introduced by the
transference of the moment as measured about fhe balance center o~moment
to the desired point on the wing. The maximum error in individual moment
data points (A& and AC.P.) i= believed to be as follows:

wing MM

IA 0.0012
.0010

E .0007
4A .0006

a, deg

.,-. -—---- -. —-- — . .. .....— — —.- ——- ---- -- -—-—- --—- -—

(

MOP.

0.04
.02
.01

—.-.
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KfEUZ!PSANDDISCUSSION

I&t% ma Drag Characteristics

Figure 1 presents the Uft and drag coefficients and the lift-drag
ratio as a function of angle of attack for the wings tested. The solid
lines are the values of these parameters predicted for the sirfoil sec-
tion (in the stresmwise direction) by the two-dimensional shock-expansion
theory, whereas the dashed lines are the wing coefficients obtained from
the Newtonian impact theory. The values of the coefficients obtained
from shock-expsnsiontheory for a flat plate and for dismond sections

with ~ - and ~-percenbthickness ratios are given in tale III. The

aerodynamic coefficients obtsined from Newtonian impact theory were cal-
culated as shown in appendix A of reference 3. The same vslues of skin-
friction coefficient have been added to the pressure-drag coefficients
from both the shock-expansion and impact theories, the skin-friction
coefficientsbeing estimated as given in a later section concerning the
drag at zero angle of attack.

Lift coefficient as a function of angle of attack.- The lift coef-
ficients of the ~-percent-thickwing having a semiapex angle of 30°
(fig. l(a)) are close to, though sl&@tly hi@er than, the predictions
of two-dimensional shock-expansion theory up to the sngle of attack for
shock detachment, a = 17.8° (angles of attack for shock detachment com-
puted according to appendix B of ref. 3), and consider~ly higher than
the values given by impact theory. As the angle of attack is increased
above the angle for shock detachment, the experimental values of the
lift coefficient drop markedly below the predictions of shock-expansion
theory though not neerly as low as the values given by impact theory.

AS the semiapex angle of these wings is decreased (figs. l(b) to l(d)),
the loss in CL increases at angles of attack gxeater than that for shock

detachmnt. The values for the coefficients given by the Newtonian impact
theory, in genersl, underestimate the values obtti’nedexperimentaUy,
except at the higher angles of attack where the experimental values approach
those givenby impact theory and in some cases fall on the curve given
by impact theory. From the experience of Penland (ref. 16), who tested
cylinders up to very high angles of attack, it may be inferred that such
agreement occurs only at a crossover point for the experimental-and
impact theory curves and at stillhigher sngles of attack the impact
theory csnbe expected to overestimate the lift.

Figures l(d) and l(e) maybe compared to show the effect of thick-
ness ratio where the shock is detached at SU angles of attack. The

experimental data show that the 2* -percent-thickwiW with e = 8°

——— — —— . —— ——
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(wings 4D and 4E) has a higher lift than the 5-percent-thickwing
with ~ = 8° (wing 4A) over the entire range of angle of attack, 0° to
about 35°. If the wings were two-tinsionsl, shock-e~ansion theory

indicates that the lift of the 2~-percent-thick wing would be less than

that of the 5-percent-thickwing up to an angle of attack between 2@
and ~“ and the reverse would be true above this ‘angleof attack. The
more severe effect of shock detachnt on the 5-percent-thick wing
apparently has a large enough effect to cause the lift for this wing to

.
be lower than that for the ~ -percent-thick ting at all angles of attack.

h order to show more readily the chsmge in experimental CL for

the various semiapex angles in comparison to the values of CL predicted

by the two-dimensional shock-e~ansion theory, as a function of angle
of attack, figures 2 and 3 have been prepared. Figure 2 presents results
for the ~-percent-thick wings with semi.apexangles of 30°, 20°, and 13°
and figure 3 presents results for wings with semiapex angles of 80 and
thickness ratios of O.@O and O.0~.

From figure 2, the lift of the wing with e = 30° canbe seen to
average about 3 percent higher than that for a two-dimensional wing up
to the angle of attack for shock detachment. The rapid loss in lift
immediately tier shock detachment is readiJy apparent. The increase
in Uft over the two-dimensional value before shock detachment does not
appear to be present for the wing with e = 20°. KU three wings shown
in figure 2 exhibit the characteristic drop in lift above the angle of
attack for shock detachment. -

Fi@re 3 shows the more severe effects of shock detachment on the

5-percent-thick wing tith G = 8° as compared to the ~ -percent-thick

wing. The greater loss in lift for the 5-percent-thick wing canbe
clearly seen. This same effect on initial lift-curve slope over a con-
siderable Mach mmiber range has been shown in reference 8.

At the higher sagles of attack where all the wtngs investigated had
detached leading-edge shocks, say about a = 26o, a cmparison of fig-
ure 3 of reference 3 with figures 2 and 3 given here shows that the loss
of lift both percentagewise and in the absolute sense for the relatively
thick wings of reference 3 is considerably greater than for the w@gs
of this investigationwhen ccmpared with their corresponding two-dimensional.
wings.

Drag coefficient as a function of angle of attack.- For the drag
coefficient at angle of attack, much the same cements apply as for the
lift coefficients considered previously, but because of the shape of the
drag curve, the effects are..go -

-“forthe””” ‘enthe

----- —. ..-— .— —...——. — — - -— . — ---—-—— ——
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leading-edge shock is attached, the drag coefficient is close to the
prediction given by shock-e~snsion theory (figs. l(a) and l(b)). When -
the angle of attack is increased beyond the sngle of shock detachment,
the e~~ntdv~~s of CD drop below the theory (figs. l(a) to l(c)).

As the semlapex is decreased when the shock is detached the drag coef-
ficient d a given sngle of attack is decreased still further below the
value given by shock-expansion theory (figs. l(a) to l(d)).

Drag coefficient at zero angle of attack.- Figure 4 has been pre-
pared to show the effect of Reynolds nunber on the minimm drag of both

the 5-percent-thick and the Z$ -percent-thick series of wings. Results

from wing 4E have not been included in this figure. The theoretical
values of the two-dimensionalwave drag given by shock-expansion theory
and the total drsg obtained by @ding this wave @rag to estimated values
of lsminar skh friction have also been included.

For the essentially two-dimensional.wings of references 1 and 17,
the theoretical sld.n-frictioncoefficients for a flat plate in conjunc-
tion with the inviscid pressure drsg were found to be in good agreement
with the experimental results. b order to make a similar cmnparison
for triangular wings, the theoretical constant for an insuhted flat plate
(as given in ref. 18) was mctlified by using an effective chord which for a
triangdar fkt pkte %s 9/~6 of w root chord ass- no deviation of
the streamlines from We free stieam tiection. W resulting sldn-
friction relationship for a biangular flat plate for the conditicms of

A

the present tests is ~@= 3.25. m conical fbw is assumed ~~ = 2.81.

These theoretical values for the hundary layer constants are expected to ~
indica* only the lowest values of sldn-friction coefficients. In this
particular case, the theoretical predictions of skLn friction at zero llft
based on the above coefficients underestimate the skin-friction derived
fra the experimental results. One reason for the poor agreement between
experiment and theory is perhaps the se~-induced (negative) pressure
gradient (ref. 18) which is not considered in the theary. WS seH-
induced pressure gradient increases the wing pressure drag over the case
without pressure gradient and, also, would be eqected to increase the ‘
value of cf.

The laminar sldn-friction values used in figures 1 and 4 were empiri-
cally determined from an exmnination of the data for the wings with
attached shocks from both this investigation snd that of reference 3.
For both the 5-percent-thickwings of this investigation and the wings
of reference 3 which were 8 percent thick, good agreement with the data

from the wings with attached shocks was obtained when cf@ = 4.8g and

the pressure-drag coefficient was assumed to be equal to that for the
wing section (in the stresmdse direction.). ,,

.— -. —__ ______
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Iu figure 4 it can be seen that the agreement between the estimated
and experimental results is essentially independent of sweep angle
although it is better in general for the B series of-s th= for the
A series of wings. W general, the B series wings-had relative- smaller
stings th= the A series wing (see table II) and many of the discrepancies
between similar wings shown in figure 4 mqybe due to differences in
sting effects.

Because of the effect of shock detachmnt and the consequent conical
nature of the flow field, the drsg of the ~ = 8° wings mightbe expected
tobe slightly below the values givenby shock-expansion’theory(ref. 8);
however, such a decrease in the pressure drsg could not explain the
large decreases shownti figure 4(d.). Another possibili~ is, of course,
an incorrect assumption for the lsminsr skin friction.

h order to obtain more accurate data over a wider Reynolds number

range and to investigate sting effects more fuUy, a lsxge #z -percent-

thick wing with e = 8° wss constructed on which the sting length on
the wing surface was systematicddy vsried (see table II, wings 4E-1,
4E-2, and 4E-3). The results of the tests on this wing are shown in fig-
ure 5. Ihcluded in this figure are tests which were made in a recently
instsJled nozzle whose contour plates were machined from Imvar. The
design of this nozzle is different in seversl respects from that of the
steel nozzle used for the bulk of the tests (see preceding section
entitled “Apparatus snd Mthods” ).

TWO effects of the stbg were anticipated. The shock from the sting
might increase pressures on the rear surface of the wfng near the sting,
which would decrease the drag, and the shock might also cause boundary-
lsyer transition, which would increase the drag. It might be mentioned
that if the shock from the sting fixes transition on the wing, calculations
(utilizing ref. 17) have indicated that this would be difficult to deter-
mine from the trend of drag coefficient with Reynolds number since such
an effect would manifest itse~ as an apparent change in the constant
determmgg the ladnsr sldn-friction coefficient, so long as the .lJne
slong which transition occurs does not Wproach the leading edge too
closely.

From overall consideration of these datum points snd their accuracies,
there does not appesr to be any apprecizibledifference between the results
from wing 4E in the different nozzles or for the various sting lengths

.
tested. However, it is apparent that at about a Reynolds number of 3 X 105
where the data become ‘more accurate there is a difference between the
trend of the theoretical drag curves that would
boundary layer ad the trend which was obtained

be expected with a laminar
experimentally.

.—. . _ ___ ..__
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Calculations were made to determine if boundary-lsyer transition
would explain the experimental trend. Drag coefficients were computed
by assuming that transition occurred slong lines p,uallel to the leading
edges on a triangular flat plate. This assumption is based on results
at Mach number of 2.01 and 2.50 in reference 19 snd unptilished data
obtained in the Langley 9- by 9-inch Mach number 4 blowdown jet. The
calculations were made assuming vsrious Reynolds numbers for transition
snd indicated that boundsry-lsyer tr-ition is a possible cause of the
difference in the trend between the experimental data and that which is
preticted for a lsminsr boundary l~er.

The lift-drag ratios of the wings having the same area (the A snd
D series wings) are compared in figures 6 and 7. Figure 6 shows the
effect of decreasing the semiapex angle of 5-percent-thickwings from
30° to 8° and figure 7 shows the effect of changing the thickess ratio
of the wing with the 8° semiapex angle.

Up to the optimum lift coefficient the L/D of the wing shows a
slight trend toward increasing lift-drag ratio with decreasing semdqex
@e, which in this csse can be attributed to an increase in the effec-
tive Reynolds numiberwith decreasing e. This same trend was strongly
exhibited by the wings of reference 3 which had 8-percent-thick airfoil
sections with the ~ thiclmess at the 18-percent-chordpoint, thou@
in that case more than a Reynolds nunibereffeet was apparently involved.
Above the optimum lift coefficient, the trend is for the L/D ratios .
to decrease with decreasing e when the shock is detached, which is
also the trend shown in reference 3.

Comparison of the theoretical.and experimental effects of decreasing
the wing semiapex sngle (decreasing the aspect ratio) and the wing thick-
ness ratio is shown in figures 6 and 7. These theoretical curves are
based on a modification to shock-expausion theory recording to the per-
centage changes in CL and CD due to sweep predicted by Newtonian

theory for double-wed& section delta Wngs as presented in appendix A
of reference 3. Actually, the calculations show that for thin wings
such as these the Newtonian theory predicts only small three-dimensional.
effects insofar as the efficiency of the wing is concerned. The experi-
mental results show much lsrger effects of sweep than are indicated by
the theory, though the variation of L/D with CL is predicted rather

weIl by the shock-expansion theory for the wings with e = 30°
anile= 20°.

Figure 7 illustrates the effect of thickness ratio where the shock

is detached at all angles of attack. The ~ -percent-thickwing is found

to be more efficient throughout the range of llft coefficients shown.
Though the agreement of both wtngs with their corresponding theoretical

.—. .— — .—— ——
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curve is considered poor, the theoretical curves do indicate correctly
the magnitude of the difference between the two wings. Also included
in figure 7 is the unmodified tie-dimensional shock-e~ansion theory
with Cf = 0.0032 included in the drag. The smount of three-dimensionaJ-

effect given by Newtonian impact theory can be clesrly seen.

When the results shown in figures 6 and
msntal results presented in reference 3, sJJ_
to be more efficient than the most efficient

Center of Pressure and M2ment

7 are compared to the experi-
of these wings are found
wtng shown in that report.”

Coefficient

As shown in figure 8, moment data indicate the cent- of pressure
to be slightly ahead of the center of area as was the case for the
delta wings reported in reference 3 at this Mach numb%. Clumges h
apex angle in general do not appear to have a noticeable effect on the
center-of-pressurelocation. At very low angles of attack, there does
appear to be an effect of apex angle. However, there is doubt as to
whether this effect shown by the low angle-of-attack data actuaDy exists
because of not only the considerations of data accuracy presented previ-
ously in this paper, but abo to considerations of the correction due
to the moment contributed by the sting to the original data. The
assumption for the sting center of pressure, since the stings were not
tested on the moment bslance, becoms somewhat in doubt at very low
angles of attack.

The center-of-pressuredata me h r~~bly good agreement with
the centers of pressure given by two-di.mnsion&L shock-e~snsion theory
(t~le III) applied to a triangular plan form w@ere

[ 1C.P. = ; (c.PJm + *

The theoretical moment-coefficient C-S shown at the top of fig-
ure 8 were obtained by using this center of pressure together with the
two-dimensional CN. Where the shock is attached to the wing, the Wee-

ment with the theoretical curve is good; where the shock is detached,
the experimental mcmnt coefficients Ue below the theoretical curve due
mainly to the decrease in normal-force coefficient. The smaller th~ apex
angle in the shock-detached region, the smaller the moment coefficient
for a given angle of attack. For a given lift coefficient, dl the wings
have practically the ssme moment coefficient.

—. .— —— -. ---- —.- .— --- —-- --———--——-—-’ —— —.. — . ..—. — ..— — .— __ .—. — .. —-
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Schlieren Photographs

lK@res 9 to 13 rmesent schlieren photograph ti-m dm~ the comse
of this investigation. Tor &U_ tne wings, the shock patterns shown in .
the side views sre similsr. The top tiew sctieren photographs show
that theory snd experiment in general agree as to the leading-edge shock
attachment and detachment as a function of both sweep angle snd angle
of attack.

Surface Film Flow Studies

Oil flow studies on the surface of wings J-C,3A, 4E-2, and 4E-3
(figs. 14 and 15) were made to show the flow in the boundary lsyer next
to the surface. The tracings of graphite particles in fluorescing oil
during a run were observed. The outlines of the wings have been sketched
in the flow photographs for reference purposes.

The results on the lower surface of wing 3A (fig. 14) are essentisJIly
the ssme at zero lift and sngles of attack. on the front suf ues j the
flow is essentiaJJy parallel to, but flowing in slightly, toward the
root chord. As the flow goes over the ridge line to the rear surface,
the increase in the normal component of veloci~ causes an increased
flow toward the root chord. However, the surface flow quickly straightens
sfter the ridge line end continues essentially parallel to the stresm
flow. As was the case for the delta wings of reference 3, there is an
indication of a disturbance starting just behind the thiclmess peak and
extending out as a rq on either side of the center line.

On the upper surface of wing 3A (fig. 14) at angle of attack, the
flow phenomena appear to be more complicated. @ the front s~f acesj
the flow turns ‘outslightly from the root chord and ttiereis a high shear
region at the root chord forward of the maximum thiclmess. As the flow
expands over the ridge he to the rear surface, it turns in toward the
root chord after which it separates. A shock is probably present where
the separation occurs. The surface flow patterns are similar to those
obtsJned for the delta wings reported in reference 3. The sting appears
to interfere somewhat with the surface flow phenomen+ Schlieren photo-
graphs corresponding to those of the surface flow studies for this wing sre
shown in figure J1.

Figure 15(a) shows the flow soon after starting on wing lC and the
interference region due to the sting is sonewhat masked; however, the
oil can be seen to be flowtng slightly toward the root chord on the
visible pax% of the front surfaces, and turning stiJJ more toward the
root chord over the ridge me. From a consideration of the nonviscous
flow at zero lift on the front surfaces, the flow should turn slightJy
ssrq from tie root chord because of the decrease of the normal velocity

— .—— .—
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component through the shockwave; however, the effect of the pressure
gradient in the central conical flow field and the effects of boundary-
Myer-displac-nt thiclmess on the pressures would tend to’turn the air
in the viscous lsyer slightly toward the root chord. b addition, in
the region of the central ridge Mne snd on the rear surface the two-
dimensional velocity normsl to the ridge line is increased causing the
resultant flow to turn more toward the root chord. It should be recog-
nized, however, that the oil flow at the surface which is within the
boundary lsyer should not be arbitrarily taken as indicating the flow
directions outside the boundq lsyer. This is shown by the work of
Hatch and Hargrave (ref. 20) and Hatch and Gallagher (ref. 21), where
by the use of wind vanes of different elevations drove the surface, they
were able to show the change in flow angle with vertical displacement.

Two views have been presented of wing 4E (figs. 15(b) and 15(c)) to
study the effects of the sting on the flow over the wing. This figure
indicates that decreasing the support length on the wing by 25 percent
decressed the interference area by about 57 percent. “On the front sur-
faces, the flow is essentially parallel to the root chord. As the-flow
goes over the ridge line, it is turned toward the root chord by the
expansion of the normal-flow component @, where it is influenced by the
sting disturbance, tl@ oil apparently tends to flow out slong the dis-
turbance boundary.

CONCLUSIONS

A progrsm to investigate the aerodynamic characteristics of thin
delta wings with a symmetrical.dotile-wedge sectioq has been conducted
in the Imgley I.1-inchhypersonic tunnel at a Mach nunber of 6.9. A
fsmily of 5-percent-thick lifting wings wtth semi-apexsngles varying

from 30° to 8° and one wing which had a ~ -percent thickness and semi-

apex angle of 8° were tested over a range of &ngle of attack from 0° to
a mxhmm of 35°. A series of tests were also made at zero lift for the

5-percent-thickwings and a series of ~ -percent-thickwings with the

ssme semiapex angles. The range of Reynolds nwiber for these tests was

from 0.7 x 106 to 5.6 x 106 bssed on root chord. An analysis of the
results of this investigation h= led to the following observations:

1. !lwo-dimnsional shock-eqansion theory adequately predicts the
lift, drag, and moment coefficients for these delta wtngs when the leading-
edge shock is attached.

2. When the shock is detached, the lift coefficient obtained at a
given sngle of attack is consider~ly reduced from that given by

. . _ _ -....——- ..—,—— —..——. ...——— —.z — .—-. .-— ———. .. -—-
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two-dimensional theory and the efficiency of the wing is lower than that
of a two-dimensionalwing beyond the Mft coefficient at which maximum
lift-drag ratio occurs.

.

3. The skin-friction coefficients estimated from measurements of

the total drag (to a Reynolds &mber of about 2.8 X 106) qpeared to be
essenti~ independent of sweep but higher than the sldn-friction coef-
ficients predictedby two-dimensional.lsminsr boundary-layer theory
applied to a triangular flat plate. At higher Reynolds numbers, trsn.
sition of the boundary lsyer appeared to occur.

4. The centers of pressure obtained experimentallywere found to
be slightly aheed of the center of area and in good agreement with the
centers of pressure given by two-dimensional shock-expansion theory
applied to a triangular plan form.

Langley Aeronautical Laborato~,
National Adtisory Committee for Aeronautics,

my Field, Va., February 1, 1955.
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TABLE n

mDrMBHsIm mREwfIToNm WIEG

NAC!ARM L55B14

lung A+ d%. x$ 7

IA 0.37 0.70 0.037 0.40

lB .s8 .54 .031 .52

lc .39 .9 .OIS .52

2A .32 0.55 0.049 0.48

2B .26 .44 .m .52

a! .32 .43 .023 .53

3A .30 0.44 0.(%2 0.52

n .21 .34 .W .53

3C .?5 .35 ●W .52

4A .27 0.34 0.m 0.45

41) .27 .35 .@+ .56

4E-1 .43 .U .W5 1.00

4E-2 .28 .L3 .Q55 1.00

4E-3 ●V J-3 .955 1.00
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G
~

G D

Angle of othk,a,deg

(a) G = 30° (wingsIA and IB).

l?igure1.- The Mft and drag coefficients and lift-drag ratios of a
series of delta wings with the nwximum thicbess at 50 percent chord

as a function of angle of attack. M = 6.9.
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b

Amgleof ottudqa,deg

.

(c) ~ = 13° (wing 3A).

I?igure1.- Continued.
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Figure 1.- Concluded.
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Figure 2.- The ratio of the Mft coefficient of the 5-percent-thick
delta wings to the two-dimensional shock-expansion lift coefficient
as a function of angle of attack. M= 6.9.
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Fi@Jre 3.- The ratio of the lift cc-efficient of the delta wings with

G = & to the two-dirmnsional shc-ck-expsnaion lift coefficient as

a function of angle of attack. M . 6.9.
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Figure 4.- The effect of Fiey-nold13 number on the drag coefficient at zero lift of the delta wings

(Reynolds tier based on root chord). M = 6.9.
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Figure 9.- Schlieren photographs of wings IA and lB (e‘= 30°, t/c = O.05)
at various angles of attack. M= 6.9.
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(a) a = OO. (b) a = 4.7.
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L

(c) a = 5.8°.
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(d) a = 9.90. (e) a = 33.6°. L-87894

Figure U. - Schlieren photographs of wing 3A (e = 13°, t/c = 0.05) at
vario~ an~es of attack. M= 6.9. -
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a = 9.60”.

(d) a = 32.70. L-87895

Figure 12.- Schlieren photo~phs of wing 4A (~ = 8°> %/c = 0.05)’at
various angles of attack. M= 6.9.- “
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a = 9.8°.

1

(d). a = 35.3°. L-87896

Five. 13. - ScWeren photographs of fig 4? (~ =,.,80) */C ‘ o“025) at. . . . +iotu’,+wjles of attick. y= 6.9.,, .,
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(a) No flow. (b) a = OO.

(c) a = 5.70.

Figure 14.-
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(d) a = 7.60.

fluid flow,‘studies

angles of attack.

II-87897

of wing 3A (:= 13@j;” t/c = 0.05)

M’= 6.9; R’= 2.1 x ld.
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(a) Wing lC; e = 30°; R = 1.7 x 106.

(b) Wing 4E-3;e = 8°; R = 5.3 X 10%.,

(C) Wing JE-2; E = 80; R = 3.4 x 106. L-87898

Figure 15. - Surface fluid flow studies of two of the #=-percent-thick

delta wings at zero angles of attack. M= 6.9.
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